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2022-04-14- Fedora Tech Meeting
Time/Place
This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and slack chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

Time: 11:00am Eastern Daylight Time US (UTC-4)
Audio/Video Conference Link:   https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/88068382811

Meeting ID: 880 6838 2811
Find your local number: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/u/ad6Xb7q3ia
Join   on the "tech" channelfedora-project.slack.com
Self-register at: http://slack.fcrepo.org/

Attendees 
Danny Bernstein  
Arran Griffith   
Jared Whiklo 
Peter Winckles
Ben Pennell 
Calvin Xu 
Michael Ritter 
Demian Katz 

Agenda
Announcements
6.2.0 Release Testing

 Tickets Included
Testing

Release Testing - 6.2.0
Remaining PRs to be merged:

https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/pull/1974: stats
Tickets needing discussion

 -   FCREPO-3818 Path mapping exception when accessing fcrepo/rest CLOSED

We set . Detailed observations as comment on ticketfcrepo.log.http.commons=TRACE
Error seems to be happening earlier after restart; no useful info from trace so far

Updates on In Progress Tickets

 -   FCREPO-3674 migration-utils: add option to migrate HEAD version only CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3673 Add support for transactions in fcrepo-java-client CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3813 Add resume function on migration validation tool CLOSED

Tickets to be aware of

 -   FCREPO-3815 Document Considerations with Regard to Inode consumption CLOSED

 -   FCREPO-3423 ACLs not displayed properly OPEN

 -   FCREPO-3807 Allow for CSV output of fixity results in Camel Toolbox OPEN

 -   FCREPO-3597 Record mimeType in RDF resource headers REOPENED

 -   FCREPO-3806 Include timestamp in Fixity check output in Camel Toolbox OPEN

Other topics?

Notes:
Announcement:

presentation, 3 hr workshop will be given at MLS
governance meeting next month, currently working on charter

6.2.0 Release Testing
Ben need to merge the last ticket https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/pull/1974

FCREPO-3818: not sure the root cause, seems to be HTML UI on Tomcat, the url is not matching the underlying mapper, Ben merged PR that 
would capture the uri that is throwing the error
In progress tickets need to talk to Mike
be aware tickets:

FCREPO-3815 would be assigned to Mike
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FCREPO-3423 display acl new feature ticket
FCREPO-3597 allow fixity timestamp on fixity checks
FCREPO-3806 allow fixity timestamp on fixity checks

Other topics:
Peter is leaving for a new gig in 3 weeks
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